
Week 3 

Leadership Certificate for Nonprofit Chief Executives 

Supporting and Evaluating Performance 



Welcome 
Navy footer bar with lifestyle 

Andy Davis 
Director of Education 

Jenifer Holland 
Senior Director of Programs and Consulting 
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Have questions?
Contact Andy Davis, Director of Education 
at andy.davis@boardsource.org 

Course Online Portal



Week 2: Recap 
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Board Recruitment 
and Composition

•  Active role 
identifying and 
vetting prospects

Board
Committees

•  Form follows 
function

•  Clear charters, 
objectives

Board
Meetings

Ensuring Financial 
Stability

•  Engage board 
members as 
individuals

•  Board and staff each 
have a role to play

•  Invest in well- 
     crafted agendas
•  Evaluate



Chat Question 

•  What have you decided to do as a result of the material covered 
in week two?
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Week Three Learning Objective 
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Supporting and Evaluating Performance

Describe the Chief Executive’s role in developing future 
board leadership and identify 1-2 ways to do so.



Week 3 Agenda 
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Organizational 
Performance



CEO 
Performance

Board 
Performance

Planning for 
Transitions

Supporting and Evaluating Performance 
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I.  Organizational Performance:  
Ensure the Quality and Effectiveness of Programs 



Poll Question:  
My board’s knowledge of our mission and programs: 
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B. 
Is not identical 

to staff 
knowledge, but 
is appropriate 
to fulfill their 
governance 

responsibilities

A.
Is on par with 
that of senior 
program staff

 
C.

Is less than 
ideal, but is/has 
been moving in 

the right 
direction

D. 
Leaves 

something to 
be desired

D. E.
N/A



Survey Data: Board Performance in Monitoring Programs 
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Two-thirds of CEOS gave their boards an 
A or B in monitoring programs.

Board chairs (71%) rate the board 
higher than the CEO (50%) in 

knowledge of the organization’s 
programs.

Management is closer to programs, 
operations and the field than the board, 
which poses an opportunity for 
education and dialogue.

The board should play a substantive 
role with management in developing 
approving, and supporting 
organizational strategy.


81% of boards approve 
the final strategic plan.

LWI	  2015	  Data	  



The CEO’s Role in Assessing Organizational Performance 
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Develop a logic model 
or theory of change 
that explains 
organizational goals 
and use evaluation 
data to inform 
decisions

Clarify 
Listen to key 
constituents to 
understand 
expectations

Listen    

Allocate sufficient 
resources to measure 
success and track 
changes and provide 
digestible information 
to the board

Offer Support 

Help the board frame 
periodic discussions 
about program 
effectiveness

Frame discussions 



Dashboard 
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TOOL TOOL 



Wi	  

Chat Questions 

What do you find easiest 
to convey?
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1 What do you find hardest to 
convey?

2 

With respect to sharing program data with board members…. 
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II. CEO Performance: Benchmarking 
and Rewarding Performance 



Leading with Intent 2015 Data: CEO Assessments 
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CEO performance reviews include a formal, written evaluation 83% 

Gather feedback from the full board  50%

Invite  feedback from senior staff 75%

CEO performance review is shared with the 
full board  75%



Importance of CEO Assessment 
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Express support and 
appreciation

CEO performance 
affects organizational 
performance

Regular, planned 
feedback is 

preferable to reactive, 
or change-induced 

feedback

Neglect can be costly

CEOs who have formal performance evaluations are more satisfied with 
their jobs.”



Execute job and receive ongoing informal mentoring

CEO Cycle of Assessment 

 Receive a performance evaluation 
from  the board

 Discuss organizational 
expectations for the year

Set individual performance 
goalsConduct a self-evaluation

Develop a written job description 

TOOL 



Categories for CEO Assessment TOOL

1.  Annual goals

2.  Planning: Vision, Mission, and 
Strategies

3.  Administration

4.  Board Relations

5.  Fiscal Management

6.  Communication/Public Relations

7.  Fundraising

8.  Leadership Skills

9.  Interpersonal Skills
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III. Board Performance 



Leading with Intent 2015 Data: Board Self-Assessments 
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Boards that have conducted a board self-assessment recently

Boards that have never conducted a 
board self-assessment 29% 

Small organizations that have undertaken 
a board self-assessment 44%

Large organizations that have undertaken a board self-assessment 67%

52%



Importance of a Board Self-Assessment 
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•  Higher performing boards
•  Better board orientation
•  Greater board engagement

Boards That Have Done A Board Self-
Assessment Report:  Benefits

Structured self-reflection allows board 
members to:
•  judge their collective performance
•  understand the extent of their individual 

responsibilities
•  take action to improve board 

performance



The CEO’s Role in Board Self-Assessment 
By virtue of their role with the nominations or governance committee, the CEO might: 
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Work	  with	  the	  
commi5ee	  chair	  
to	  propose	  the	  

idea

Iden:fy	  a	  range	  of	  
poten:al	  board	  
self-‐assessment	  

tools 

Provide	  staffing	  or	  
act	  as	  a	  liaison	  with	  
third-‐party	  vendors	  

or	  consultants 

Support	  the	  
planning	  of	  a	  
board	  retreat



Tools for Higher Board Performance  
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Board Development 
Action Plan

Board Self-Assessment 
survey that includes full 
board and individual  
board member self-
evaluation

Governance Dashboard:  
to track board impact



Video – Value of a Board Self-Assessment TOOL

Link to the video at: https://youtu.be/bsONgs18bT4



Additional Tools in Reader  TOOLS
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IV. Planning for Transitions 



Board Leadership Transitions 
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LWI Data
2015 

Despite many boards having term limits, officer succession planning is still a vexing 
challenge for 50% of boards 

Only 49% of CEOs, compared to 67% of board chairs, agree that their organizations 
have an effective process in place for officer succession  

CEOs cite building a board leadership pipeline among the top five most important 
areas for board improvement 

Electing good board officers should be an ongoing activity and not left to chance 

Boards can identify promising leaders through committee leadership assignments, 
board development training and mentoring from experienced board members   

 
Effective board leadership contributes to strong board performance in terms of 
internal and external functions 
 



Chat Question 

What strategies do you use to prepare for transitions?
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The Chief Executive’s Role in Planning for Transitions 
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Chief Executive Transitions


•  Assist the board in understanding the 
Chief Executive position


•  Initiate or support the development of an 

emergency transition plan

•  Establish an evaluation process for the 

Chief Executive 

•  Use board-self assessment to ensure the 

board is capable of addressing transitions


Board Chair Transitions


•  Keep an eye on promising board members that 
might be well-suited for future leadership


•  Offer up potential candidates to the nominating 

or governance committee

•  Together with the current Board Chair, discuss 

the realities of the commitment with potential 
board chair





Board Chair Responsibilities TOOL
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Wrap up and close 



Week 3: Recap 
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Boards need to plan for both board 
officer and CEO transitions. 

Succession planning should be an 
ongoing activity focused on finding 

the best person for the job. 

 
 

Boards are responsible for assessing 
organizational performance. They can 
achieve this by monitor programs and 

services, providing an annual CEO 
Assessment, and undertaking a board 

self-assessment every couple of years.  



Thank you and Congratulations! 


